
Introduction

Recent advances in computer and telecommunications technology have made 

it possible for state governments to collect vast amounts of  data on students, 

educators, and schooling processes. The result is that state governments are 

adopting new higher education accountability systems to assess institutional 

effectiveness in hopes of  stretching the public’s dollar to serve more students 

and maximize economic returns. By focusing the accountability system on an 

institution’s outcomes, government assumes the institution will improve its 

practices to meet performance standards. However, institutions can differ by 

mission, resources, and student demographics. Therefore, practices that work 

in one institution may not work in another. What an institution needs is a way 

to identify best practices, which are those most relevant to its organization. 

Texas is committed to maintaining a teaching work force that will produce 

high levels of  student achievement and meet the changing roles and 

expectations of  professional educators in a dynamic and diverse society 

(SBEC, 2002a). To accomplish this goal, the state implemented the 

Accountability System for Educator Preparation (ASEP)—an accountability 

system for teacher preparation programs based on teacher-candidates’ test 

results on the state’s assessments for certifying educators. This paper looks 

beyond such accountability to illustrate how teacher-educators can use the 

same test results data, along with longitudinal, student-level college data, to 

investigate the best practices that will signifi cantly expand the likelihood of  

improving their teacher preparation program.
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Background

The State Board for Educator Certifi cation (SBEC) is the Texas government 

agency that oversees the Examination for the Certifi cation of  Educators in 

Texas (ExCET) program. ExCET certifi cation tests are designed to measure 

the subject-matter and professional knowledge required of  entry-level 

educators (SBEC, 1999). 

There are presently 52 ExCET tests that teachers can take to earn certifi cation 

in specifi c teaching fi elds (SBEC, 2002c).1 The ExCET program defi nes each 

test by a set of  competencies which correspond to state curriculum guidelines, 

curriculum materials, and current research on teaching practices. Committees 

of  Texas educators review each competency to ensure that it is appropriate 

for its certifi cation area. SBEC then surveys practicing Texas educators in the 

related content fi eld to validate a competency’s appropriateness to the job of  

an educator in Texas public schools (SBEC, 1999). 

Next, the state’s test contractor develops test items, questions that correspond 

to the competencies. Committees of  Texas educators review each test item 

for accuracy of  content and for areas of  potential bias, and the fi nal set of  

test items are fi eld-tested to ensure that they are fair, valid measures of  the 

competencies. Based on the fi eld-test results and on the recommendations 

of  the committees of  Texas educators, SBEC establishes the minimum score 

needed to pass each test. That score refl ects the minimum knowledge that 

experienced Texas educators deem necessary for beginning educators to 

possess in order to teach in Texas public schools (SBEC, 1999).

The Accountability System for Educator Preparation

SBEC also oversees the Accountability System for Educator Preparation 

(ASEP)—the only higher education accountability system of  its kind in the 

United States today (SBEC, 2002a). The ASEP’s purpose is to measure the 

effectiveness of  institutions in preparing educators for Texas public schools. 

The ASEP presently includes 70 institutions of  higher education and 40 

Alternative Certifi cation Programs currently approved by SBEC to prepare 

educators in Texas (SBEC, 2002b). 

1 Beginning in fall 2002, SBEC implemented a new teacher certification testing program—the 

Texas Examinations of  Educator Standards (TExES)—that over the next few years will 

supplant the ExCET program. Concurrently, SBEC will also introduce a new generation of  

teaching certificates based on the new testing program (SBEC, 2002a). 
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Although Texas Senate Bill 1 in 1995 authorized the ASEP, SBEC developed 

its policies and rules based on comprehensive, ongoing input received from 

educators and citizens across Texas. The policies and rules that guide the 

ASEP meet the criteria specifi ed in state law (Texas Education Code §21.045) 

and ensure that institutions are accountable for preparing their candidates for 

certifi cation. SBEC evaluates this readiness through the teacher-candidate’s 

performance on the ExCET tests and on other assessments required by the 

state for certifying educators (SBEC, 2002a).2 

Teacher-candidates are eligible to take the ExCET tests in the fi nal academic 

year of  their programs and have up to four opportunities to pass their tests 

in an academic year. SBEC issues an annual accreditation rating for each teacher 

preparation program based on its teacher-candidates’ certifi cation test results. 

The ASEP organizes the test results into two performance measures—a 

fi rst-year cumulative pass rate and a two-year cumulative pass rate—that 

determine a program’s rating of  Accredited, Accredited–Under Review, or 

Not Accredited (SBEC, 2002a).

The fi rst-year cumulative pass rate is the percentage of  passing certifi cation 

tests from any attempt—initial or retake—within the group of  teacher-

candidates who took those ExCET tests for the fi rst time in the current 

academic year. The two-year cumulative pass rate is simply an extension 

of  the fi rst-year cumulative pass rate from the prior academic year through 

the current academic year. Hence, teacher-candidates in this performance 

measure have up to eight opportunities to pass their ExCET tests (SBEC, 

2002a).

SBEC established a 70 percent performance standard for the fi rst-year 

cumulative pass rate and an 80 percent performance standard for the two-year 

cumulative pass rate. SBEC rates a program as Accredited if  it demonstrates 

results at or above these established performance standards across all 

teacher-candidates combined and within each ethnic/gender category for 

either the fi rst-year cumulative pass rate or the two-year cumulative pass rate 

(SBEC, 2002a).3 

2 Teacher-candidate test results from the Texas Oral Proficiency Test (TOPT) are also included 

in the ASEP. The TOPT measures a teacher-candidate’s Spanish and French oral proficiency 

and is required for certification in those secondary-level subject areas and elementary bilingual 

education. 

3 The ASEP’s ethnic categories are White, Hispanic, African American, and other.
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A program is essentially Accredited–Under Review if  it has failed to meet the 

ASEP performance standards for teacher-candidates combined or for any of  

its ethnic/gender categories in both the fi rst-year and two-year cumulative 

performance measures. SBEC can issue a rating of  Not Accredited—which 

revokes a program’s accreditation to train new teachers—if  the program is 

Accredited–Under Review for three consecutive years (SBEC, 2002a).4 

Designing the Proposed ExCET Performance Model

Whether intentional or not, people tend to compare schools through their 

accountability performance. However, educators may claim the comparison 

is questionable, unfair, or not credible if  their school is compared to other 

schools that are not comparable. Several factors can defi ne comparability 

among teacher preparation programs. The goal is to incorporate enough of  

these factors in a comparison analysis so that teacher-educators consider the 

best practices found in the comparable programs as relevant to their own 

program. The proposed ExCET performance model addresses these factors 

within the following design components.

Defi ning the Program Area for Improvement

There are presently 52 ExCET tests that teachers can take to earn certifi cation 

in specifi c teaching fi elds (SBEC, 2002c). However, programs may not 

offer teacher preparation for all certifi cation areas. The proposed ExCET 

performance model will focus on the ExCET Professional Development 

(PD) test as the framework for investigating the best practices needed 

to improve teacher preparation programs. The ExCET PD test covers 

pedagogy—the art and science of  teaching—an area of  teacher preparation 

common to all programs. Moreover, all teacher-candidates must take and pass 

this test regardless of  their preparation by grade level, subject fi eld, or special 

area (e.g., bilingual, ESL, special education). The result will be an ExCET 

performance model that is most inclusive of  the teacher-candidates and 

teacher preparation programs in Texas.5

4 View the online ASEP Manual at https://secure.sbec.state.tx.us/ezasep/ for more detailed 

information about these performance measures.

5 Other ExCET tests that cover pedagogy include Early Childhood Education, Bilingual 

Elementary, Generic Special Education, English as a Second Language, Reading, and Reading 

Specialist.
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Defi ning the Performance Measure

The ASEP organizes the certifi cation test results into two performance 

measures—a fi rst-year cumulative pass rate and a two-year cumulative pass 

rate—that determine a program’s annual SBEC accreditation rating. These 

measures provide an incentive for programs to work with the teacher-

candidates if  they do not pass the ExCET tests on their fi rst attempts. 

However, teacher-candidates should be able to pass their ExCET tests on 

the fi rst attempt, if  the program has properly prepared them. An ExCET 

performance measure of  teacher-candidates taking a test for the fi rst 

time is therefore more appropriate for determining a program’s ability to 

prepare new teachers. The proposed ExCET performance model will use 

the performance of  fi rst-time test takers to compare teacher preparation 

programs.

Defi ning the Program Level for Improvement

The content covered by the ExCET PD test is organized into sets of  related 

concepts called domains. Within each domain the content is defi ned by a set 

of  competencies. The competencies are broad, conceptual statements that 

refl ect the skills, knowledge, and abilities that an entry-level teacher needs in 

order to teach effectively in Texas public schools. Table 1 shows the domain 

areas and associated competencies for the ExCET PD exam. 

Table 1. ExCET Professional Development Test Framework

Domain Competency Knowledge/Skills/Abilities

Understanding Learners Competency 1 Human Developmental Processes
Competency 2 Environmental Factors that Affect Learning
Competency 3 Human Diversity
Competency 4 Designing Effective Instruction
Competency 5 Student Motivation

Enhancing Student 
Achievement

Competency 6 Planning Learning Experiences
Competency 7 Effective Communication Skills
Competency 8 Instructional Strategies and Roles that 

Facilitate Learning
Competency 9 Using Instructional Materials and Resources
Competency 10 Informal and Formal Assessments
Competency 11 Classroom Management

Understanding the 
Teaching Environment

Competency 12 Professional Development through Refl ective 
Teaching

Competency 13 School-Home Relationships
Competency 14 School-Community Relationships
Competency 15 Teaching in Texas Public Schools: 

Laws and Regulations
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The ExCET PD test consists of  100 items, each of  which measures a 

specifi c competency. Since there are only 15 competencies in the ExCET 

PD test, a competency can have multiple items that measure the teacher-

candidate’s preparation within that area. There are no passing scores 

for individual domains or competencies on any ExCET test; an overall 

scaled score determines whether a teacher-candidate passes the test. The 

teacher-candidate’s score report does, however, indicate the number of  

items answered correctly within each competency area. This information 

is reported to provide detailed information about an individual examinee’s 

specifi c strengths and defi cits in each competency area. Accordingly, the 

proposed ExCET performance model will focus on the competency level 

of  performance to provide teacher-educators insights into their programs’ 

specifi c strengths and opportunities for improvement in preparing teacher-

candidates in each competency area. 

Defi ning the Performance Standard for Program Improvement

The total number of  items per competency can vary from administration 

to administration and even among test sites within a given administration. 

Therefore, the proposed ExCET performance model will use the 

performance rubric shown in Table 2 to equate the results among test forms 

to circumvent the problem of  unequal total items per competency among 

ExCET PD test takers.

Table 2. Competency Results and Performance Levels

Number of Items Correct of the Total Items [n]
Result Performance Level

[2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]

0 0 0 0 0 0

Below Passing
(<70%)

Below Minimum
(< 70%)

1 1 1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2

 3 3 3

 4 4

3 4 5 5
Passing
(≥70%)

Minimum
(70%–84%)

  6 Profi cient
(≥ 85%)

2 3 4 5 6 7
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Based on the rubric, “Below Passing” is the result if  the percentage of  

items answered correctly for a given competency is less than 70 percent. 

In comparison, “Passing” is the result if  the percentage of  items answered 

correctly for a given competency is equal to or greater than 70 percent. 

These competency test results are associated with a performance level. If  the 

result is “Below Passing,” then the competency performance level is “Below 

Minimum,” i.e., the teacher-candidate is below the minimum preparation 

level within the competency area to teach in Texas public schools. 

If  the result is “Passing,” two competency performance levels are defi ned. 

If  the percentage of  items answered correctly for a given competency is 70 

to 84 percent, then the performance level is defi ned as “Minimum”—the 

teacher-candidate has a minimum preparation level within the competency 

area to teach in Texas public schools. If  the percentage of  items answered 

correctly for the competency is 85 percent or above, then the performance 

level is defi ned as “Profi cient”—the teacher-candidate is well prepared 

within that competency area to teach in Texas public schools. The proposed 

ExCET performance model will use the profi cient performance level as the 

performance standard for improving teacher preparation programs. 

Defi ning Program Readiness

Teacher-candidates’ program readiness, as defi ned by some measure of  

academic preparation prior to entering the program, is a factor that can 

affect how well they will succeed in and benefi t from the teacher preparation 

program. Thus, a preparation program should have at least two ExCET 

performance models based on how program-ready teacher-candidates 

entered the program. One model would focus on teacher-candidates who 

entered the program minimum program-ready and another would focus on 

students who entered profi cient program-ready.6 

Teacher preparation programs in Texas have typically used the reading test 

results from the state’s college readiness assessment, the Texas Academic Skills 

Program (TASP®) Test, as part of  a student’s qualifi cations for entry into their 

programs. The TASP reading section uses a scaled score of  100 to 300 with a 

minimum passing standard of  230. Some teacher preparation programs have 

adopted a TASP reading test score of  250 or higher for program admission, 

6 More than two program-ready categories are justifiable if: (a) there are significant ExCET 

proficient performance differences among the categories and (b) the teacher-candidate groups 

are not too small for the model to use in a comparison analysis. 
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while most have simply required a minimum passing score. The proposed 

ExCET performance model will use TASP reading scores of  230 to 249 to 

defi ne minimum program-ready teacher-candidates, while scores of  250 and 

above will defi ne profi cient program-ready teacher-candidates.7 

Defi ning the Comparable Program Cohort Size

The size of  the teacher-candidate cohorts used to compare programs is an 

important factor to consider because of  differences in institutional resource 

allocation that could skew comparisons between large and small teacher 

preparation programs. For example, small teacher-candidate cohorts could 

translate into smaller student-teacher ratios. In these cases, faculty could 

provide students with a more enriched and individualized training experience 

that should lead to higher ExCET test performance. In the comparison 

analysis, the proposed ExCET performance model will include programs 

that have teacher-candidate comparison cohorts equal to or greater than 40 

percent of  the size of  the selected program’s comparison cohort.8

Defi ning Early Test Takers

When teacher-candidates take the ExCET test is also an important factor 

to consider when comparing teacher preparation programs. ExCET test 

administrations are normally in October, February, May, and July, and teacher 

candidates are eligible to take the tests in the fi nal academic year of  their 

program. Teacher-candidates who opt to take their ExCET tests in October 

or February may not have completed enough of  the program to succeed on 

the tests compared to teacher-candidates who wait until May or July after 

completing most or all of  the program requirements. For the purposes of  

the proposed ExCET performance model, an early test taker is a teacher-

candidate whose initial ExCET PD test was taken at the October or the 

February test administrations.

7 Some institutions use other standardized basic skills or content assessments to determine a 

student’s readiness for entry into their teacher preparation program (Feistritzer, 1999).

8 There is no magic threshold for the size criteria when comparing programs to a selected 

program. Reducing the threshold below 40 percent will include more programs in the selected 

program’s comparable pool, while increasing the threshold above 40 percent will exclude 

programs from the comparable pool. Just for the Kids (JFTK), a non-profit organization and 

a partner of  the National Center for Educational Accountability, uses a 40 percent threshold 

in many of  its school comparison models (JFTK, 2002a).
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Defi ning Continuously Enrolled Teacher-Candidates

Teacher-candidates’ continuous enrollment in their institutions is an important 

factor when comparing programs if  the goal in the comparison analysis is 

to eliminate or reduce the infl uence—good or bad—of  student transfers 

from other institutions. Prior learning in lower-division college coursework 

should be relevant to subsequent success in upper-division programs where 

students complete their college majors or pursue professional training 

(e.g., teacher preparation). If  a teacher-candidate transferred straight into 

a teacher preparation program from another institution, for example, the 

teacher-candidate’s success or failure on an ExCET test cannot be fully 

attributable to the program or its institution.9

Under ideal conditions, the proposed ExCET performance model would 

use only teacher-candidates who were continuously enrolled at the same 

institution from initial college entry to completion of  its teacher preparation 

program. However, student transfers are normal in higher education, 

particularly among fi rst-year and second-year students who are completing 

their lower-division coursework. For the proposed ExCET performance 

model, a continuously enrolled teacher-candidate is one who was enrolled 

in the program’s institution four semesters or more during the two academic 

years prior to the academic year when the teacher-candidate fi rst attempted 

the ExCET PD test. 

9 A teacher-candidate who took an ExCET subject area test may have received subject 

knowledge from another institution with different curriculum standards. Thus, the issue of  

student transfers is most critical in subject certification areas when comparing programs.
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Building the Proposed ExCET Performance Model 

Table 3 summarizes the design components and defi nitions of  the proposed 

ExCET performance model for comparing teacher preparation programs.

Table 3. ExCET Performance Model Design Components and Defi nitions

Design Component Defi nition 

Performance Area ExCET Professional Development

Performance Measure First-Time Results

Program Level of Improvement Competency Level

Performance Standard Profi cient Level (≥ 85% correct items)

Program Readiness Minimum and Profi cient (TASP-based)

Comparable Program
Cohort Size

Comparable program’s teacher-candidate comparison cohort 
≥ 40% selected program’s teacher-candidate comparison 
cohort 

Early Test Takers October/February test takers

Continuously Enrolled 
Teacher-Candidates

Four semesters or more in the two academic years prior to 
the academic year the fi rst ExCET PD test was taken

The goal is to incorporate these factors in the comparison analysis so that 

teacher-educators consider the best practices found in the comparable 

programs as relevant to their own program. The hypothetical ExCET 

performance analysis that follows illustrates how these design components 

become operational in the proposed model.10 

The analysis begins with the scatter plot shown in Figure 1 for ExCET 

PD Competency-1, Human Developmental Processes, based on the fi rst-time 

performance of  minimum program-ready teacher-candidates from academic 

year 2001–02.11

10 The ExCET performance model illustration uses fictitious institutions of  higher education 

and mock data. The actual ExCET test data would come directly from National Evaluation 

Systems, Inc. (NES), the company that produces and scores the ExCET tests, because SBEC 

does not maintain competency-level test-results data at its facility. The state agency, the Texas 

Higher Education Coordinating Board, would supply the longitudinal, student-level college 

enrollment and TASP Test data.

11 Two models exist for each competency area: one for minimum program-ready teacher-

candidates and another for proficient program-ready teacher-candidates. The two models are 

identical in design and therefore only one model is presented in this illustration. 
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Figure 1. Scatter Plot Chart
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In particular, the scatter plot identifi es high-performing teacher preparation 

programs as defi ned by high percentages of  teacher-candidates performing 

at the profi cient performance standard with large percentages of  early test 

takers in the group. In comparison, some teacher preparation programs are 

low performing in that they have low percentages of  teacher-candidates 

performing at the profi cient performance standard even though they 

have smaller percentages of  early test takers. The implication is that for 

some teacher preparation programs, the potential exists for program 

improvement. 

The Bar Chart Report

Highlander State University (HSU) is one such program. Figure 2 shows 

HSU’s bar chart report for ExCET PD Competency-1 based on the proposed 

ExCET performance model. 
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Figure 2. Bar Chart Report
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The fi rst bar includes all minimum program-ready teacher-candidates, 

regardless of  their continuous enrollment status at the institution. The entire 

height of  the fi rst bar represents their fi rst-time pass rate in ExCET PD 

Competency-1 for academic year 2001–02. However, the analysis recognizes 

two performance levels in the fi rst bar, as indicated by its segments:

• Teacher-candidates who performed at the profi cient performance 

standard, as represented by the height of  the bottom bar segment; 

and
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• Teacher-candidates who performed at the minimum performance 

standard, as represented by the height of  the top bar segment.

The second bar shows the same performance analysis but includes only the 

minimum program-ready teacher-candidates who continuously enrolled at 

HSU four semesters or more in the two academic years prior to academic 

year 2001–02. Notice that the second bar is slightly higher than the fi rst bar. 

The height of  the profi cient segment in the second bar is also higher than that 

of  the profi cient segment in the fi rst bar. 

Performance differences between the fi rst and second bars suggest variations 

in lower-division coursework preparation between an institution’s continuously 

enrolled teacher-candidates and the teacher-candidates who transferred into 

the program. The performance analysis indicates that the teacher-candidates 

who received at least part of  their lower-division coursework preparation 

from HSU were better prepared for its teacher preparation program than 

teacher-candidates who received their lower-division coursework preparation 

from other institutions.

The third bar in Figure 2 shows the weighted-average performance for the 

fi ve teacher preparation programs with the highest performance based on 

the profi cient performance standard in HSU’s pool of  comparable programs. 

As with HSU’s second bar analysis, the teacher-candidates in the comparable 

program cohorts were continuously enrolled in their institutions, entered 

their teacher programs minimum program-ready, and took the ExCET PD 

test for the fi rst time in the academic year 2001–02. 

Two criteria were used to select teacher preparation programs comparable to 

HSU’s. A program’s percentage of  early test takers in the teacher-candidate 

comparison cohort had to be equal to or greater than the percentage of  

early test takers in HSU’s teacher-candidate comparison cohort. Moreover, 

a program’s teacher-candidate comparison cohort had to be no less than 40 

percent the size of  HSU’s teacher-candidate comparison cohort.

The percentage of  teacher-candidates who performed at the profi cient 

performance standard defi nes the benchmark for improving a teacher 

preparation program. The opportunity gap is the difference in this 

benchmark between HSU’s program and its top fi ve performing comparable 

programs. Note the gap in the height of  their bottom bar segments in Figure 

2. This gap creates a sense of  the possibility that is within HSU’s reach for 

preparing more minimum program-ready teacher-candidates to succeed at 

the profi cient performance standard in ExCET PD Competency-1.
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The Top-Five Comparable Programs Report

Who were HSU’s top fi ve performing comparable programs? How did 

their performances differ from HSU’s teacher preparation program? Which 

programs are worth investigating for best practice based on the ExCET 

performance model and the criteria for selecting comparable programs? 

Figure 3 shows the details behind the bar chart analysis for HSU and its fi ve 

highest performing comparable programs.

Figure 3. Top-5 Comparable Programs Report12

The report shows the total number of  fi rst-time ExCET PD test takers 

for the academic year 2001–02, regardless of  their level of  program 

readiness. The report then identifi es the minimum program-ready teacher-

candidates from this total ExCET test group based on their TASP reading 

test results. From these minimum program-ready teacher-candidates, the 

report highlights the number of  continuously enrolled teacher-candidates 

and indicates their percentage of  early test takers based on the ExCET test 

12 Like HSU, the institutions and data listed in this report are fictitious and presented for 

illustration purposes only. 
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administration date of  the initial attempt in academic year 2001–02. The 

ExCET test performance of  the continuously enrolled teacher-candidates 

forms the basis of  the comparison illustrated in the second and third bars in 

the Figure 2 bar chart report. 

The proposed ExCET performance model calculated these computations 

for each teacher preparation program. Based on the two criteria for selecting 

comparable programs, a total of  22 teacher preparation programs qualifi ed 

for the comparable pool (Pool size = 22) of  which the proposed ExCET 

performance model shows the fi ve programs with the highest performance 

based on the profi cient performance standard for comparison to HSU.13 

The opportunity gap of  –25.2 percent shown in Figure 3 is defi ned by 

the difference in profi cient performance of  HSU’s program (34.1%) and 

the weighted-average profi cient performance of  the top fi ve performing 

comparable programs (59.3%). Note that the comparable programs in the 

list with higher profi cient performance have higher percentages of  early test 

takers. This fi nding suggests that if  these comparable programs can achieve 

higher levels of  profi cient performance in ExCET PD Competency-1 

among minimum program-ready teacher-candidates with greater percentages 

of  early test takers, so can HSU.

The Multi-Year Chart Report

Accountability systems often look at performance over time to determine 

if  an institution is improving from year to year. However, a program’s 

performance relative to its prior performance provides only part of  the picture 

for evaluating program improvement. Figure 4 compares the profi cient 

performance in ExCET PD Competency-1 between HSU and its top fi ve 

performing comparable programs for academic years 1999–00, 2000–01, and 

2001–02.

13 The proposed ExCET performance model would exclude programs with five or fewer 

teacher-candidates in the comparison analysis to conform to federal laws that protect an 

individual’s identity in analysis that may become available to the public.
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Figure 4. Multi-Year Summary Report
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In the multi-year analysis, the proposed ExCET performance model 

benchmarks HSU to its fi ve highest performing comparable programs in 

each year based on the selection criteria defi ned. The implication is that the 

top fi ve performing comparable programs may not be the same from year to 

year. The difference between HSU’s performance and the top fi ve performing 

comparable programs shown in the multi-year report is the opportunity gap 

noted earlier in Figures 2 and 3.

The multi-year analysis shows that HSU has improved its profi cient 

performance in ExCET PD Competency-1 from year to year. Furthermore, 

the analysis suggests that HSU was closing its profi cient performance gap 

relative to its comparable programs from academic years 1999–00 to 2000–01. 

However, that gap widened from academic years 2000–01 to 2001–02. 
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The implication is that HSU may have improved year to year relative to its 

own performance, but other comparable programs were able to effectively 

prepare even more minimum program-ready teacher-candidates to succeed at 

the profi cient performance standard in ExCET PD Competency-1.

Investigating Best Practice

The ExCET performance model provided HSU’s teacher-educators with fi ve 

comparable programs (based on the selection criteria) that have higher levels 

of  profi cient performance in ExCET PD Competency-1 among minimum 

program-ready teacher-candidates. The teacher-educator’s next step should 

be to initiate a best practice study to determine how to improve their 

program’s ability to prepare more of  the minimum program-ready teacher-

candidates at the profi cient performance standard in this competency area. 

HSU’s teacher-educators could begin the study by scheduling telephone 

conferences with teacher-educators at the comparable programs to discuss 

the curriculum and instructional practices they used to deliver the ExCET 

PD Competency-1 area to teacher-candidates, particularly those who are 

minimum program-ready. HSU’s teacher-educators could follow up with 

site visits to the comparable programs to observe faculty teaching, collect 

teaching materials and interview administrators, program support staff, 

and teacher-candidates for their insights relevant to their program’s best 

practices.14 

The ExCET Opportunity Gap Report Card

The ExCET performance analysis presented provides an example of  how 

HSU’s teacher-educators can improve their teacher preparation program using 

the teacher-candidates’ certifi cation test results and longitudinal, student-level 

college data to investigate best practices at comparable programs. However, 

the illustration was for one program area (ExCET PD Competency-1) for 

one program-ready teacher-candidate group (minimum program-ready). The 

report card in Figure 5 best demonstrates the teacher-educators’ potential for 

signifi cantly improving their overall teacher preparation program.

14 Just for the Kids (JFTK), a non-profit organization and a partner of  the National Center for 

Educational Accountability has identified three levels of  analysis in its best practice research 

of  high performing elementary and secondary schools: district, school, and classroom (JFTK, 

2002b). HSU’s teaching faculty could follow similar levels of  best practice analysis: institution, 

program, and classroom—both in the program’s lecture courses and in field-based classroom 

settings (e.g., student-teaching classrooms).
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Figure 5. Opportunity Gap Report Card

Based on the comparable program analysis, the report card organizes 

HSU’s opportunity gaps by competency area and program-ready category—

minimum and profi cient. Note that some opportunity gaps have a positive 

value. This means HSU’s profi cient performance is greater than the weighted-

average profi cient performance of  its top fi ve comparable programs. Thus, 

a positive opportunity gap implies HSU is “best in class” relative to its 

comparable programs within the particular competency area and program-

ready category.

These fi ndings are important. The total number of  opportunity gaps for the 

ExCET PD test is 30 (i.e., 15 competencies for each of  the two program-

ready categories—minimum and profi cient). The implication is that there exist 

thirty ways teacher-educators can improve their teacher preparation programs 

through the investigation of  best practice and thirty ways teacher-educators can 

demonstrate their program is “best in class” among its comparable programs. 

Thus, teacher-educators have the means to improve their programs and earn 

recognition for training better-prepared, new Texas public school teachers, as 

defi ned by the profi cient performance standard.

Teacher-educators have even greater potential for signifi cantly improving 

their teacher preparation programs. There are presently 52 ExCET tests that 

teachers can take to earn certifi cation in specifi c teaching fi elds, and each test 

has a set of  competencies. Figure 6 shows the main ExCET tests in other 

areas of  pedagogy that teacher-candidates may study in their preparation 

programs.

López
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Figure 6. ExCET Pedagogy Tests

ExCET Test Area Domains Competencies Opportunity Gaps

Generic Special Education 3 14 28

English as a Second Language 3 11 22

Early Childhood Education 5 25 50

Reading N/A 6 12

Reading Specialist 6 45 90

Bilingual Elementary 7 30 60

Bilingual Secondary 2 14 28

Total Competencies and Opportunity Gaps: 145 290

There are 145 competencies among these ExCET tests and therefore 290 

opportunity gaps (i.e., 145 competencies for each of  the two program-ready 

categories—minimum and profi cient). The implication is that there exist 

290 ways teacher-educators can improve their teacher preparation programs 

through the investigation of  best practice and 290 ways teacher-educators 

can demonstrate their program is “best in class” among its comparable 

programs. 

Yet the greatest potential for improving the preparation of  new teachers 

extends across the institution. Many of  the ExCET content tests measure 

a teacher-candidate’s competency based on coursework taken outside 

the institution’s teacher preparation program. For example, the ExCET 

Chemistry test covers content teacher-candidates acquire exclusively in an 

institution’s chemistry department, not in its teacher preparation program. 

There are an estimated 900 competencies from ExCET content-specifi c tests 

(41 competencies in the ExCET Chemistry test alone) and therefore 1,800 

opportunity gaps (i.e., 900 competencies for each of  the two program-ready 

categories—minimum and profi cient).15 Thus, faculty across an institution 

have 1,800 ways to improve the preparation of  new teachers through the 

investigation of  best practice and 1,800 ways to demonstrate their subject-

specifi c programs are “best in class” among institutions with comparable 

teacher-candidates.

Beyond Higher Education Accountability

15 Minimum and proficient performance on the TASP reading or writing test would define 

minimum and proficient program readiness among teacher-candidates taking ExCET English 

and Social Studies-related tests. Minimum and proficient performance on the TASP Math test 

would define minimum and proficient program readiness among teacher-candidates taking 

ExCET Math and Science-related tests. Note: As of  2002, most of  the ExCET tests referred 

to in this paper have been supplanted by corresponding TExES tests.
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Assumptions and Limitations

Assumptions and limitations are inherent in every performance system. The 

validity of  the assumptions underlying the proposed ExCET performance 

model may determine the appropriateness of  the model for improving 

teacher preparation programs through the investigation of  best practices. For 

example, the ExCET PD competency performance levels—minimum and 

profi cient—assume that differences in mastery of  pedagogical knowledge, 

skills, and abilities determine how well teachers teach in Texas public schools. 

Likewise, the program readiness levels—minimum and profi cient based on 

the TASP reading test—assume that differences in prior academic preparation 

infl uence how well teacher-educators can prepare teacher-candidates for 

Texas public schools, as measured by the ExCET tests.

If  one or both of  these assumptions are not valid, other factors may need 

to redefi ne the model’s comparability.16 For example, the teacher-candidate’s 

grade point average in lower-division core course work could be a better 

indicator of  how well prepared teacher-candidates enter a program than their 

TASP reading test performance. If  so, the proposed ExCET performance 

model would require a way to equate grade point averages across institutions 

because of  differences in the quality of  instruction and curriculum that 

may exist among institutions. Once equated, the model would organize the 

teacher-candidates by grade point average into two or more teacher-candidate 

subgroups: e.g., minimum and profi cient.

Other factors might also be more relevant in a program comparison. The 

teacher-educators’ experience (e.g., years teaching K–12, years training new 

teachers), qualifi cations (e.g., percentage with doctoral degrees), and program 

commitment level (e.g., percentage full-time versus adjunct) are factors that 

could redefi ne program comparability in the proposed ExCET performance 

model.17

16 For example, the assumptions could be invalidated if  all programs were to implement an 

admissions criteria at the proficient program-ready level and limit ExCET test-taking to 

teacher-candidates that have completed the program requirements.

17 SBEC would need to collect this data for implementation in the model’s comparability design. 

The data could also be used to supplement the information provided in the Figure 3. Top-5 

Comparable Programs Report. 
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Still, people need to consider various limitations inherent in the proposed 

ExCET performance model’s design. Two criteria were used to select 

comparable teacher preparation programs relative to HSU’s program. A 

program’s percentage of  early test takers in the teacher-candidate comparison 

cohort had to be equal to or greater than the percentage of  early test takers 

in HSU’s comparison cohort. Moreover, a program’s teacher-candidate 

comparison cohort had to be no less than 40 percent the size of  HSU’s 

comparison cohort. A program may not have any comparisons because other 

programs do not meet these two criteria for selection. 

There are two ways to eliminate, or at the very least minimize, this problem 

inherent in the model. Web-based technology exists today that would allow 

teacher-educators access to an interactive ExCET performance model where 

they could readjust these two selection criteria parameters in the comparison 

analysis. The result is that teacher-educators could create an ExCET 

performance model that meets some defi nition of  program comparability 

from which they can consider the best practices of  comparable programs as 

relevant to their own program.18

The second approach to the problem of  missing program comparisons also 

addresses another limitation of  the model. A program may be “best in class” 

among its comparable programs but still low in its profi cient performance. 

For example, consider a program whose ExCET PD performance in a 

competency is a positive fi ve (+5) opportunity gap in which only 12 percent 

of  its teacher-candidates attain profi cient performance. Such performance 

may be “best in class” among its comparable programs but not necessarily 

high performing by any defi nition.

Under these circumstances, teacher-educators may want their program 

compared to the top fi ve “best-in-any-class” programs—i.e., the highest 

performing programs regardless of  their comparability factors. To illustrate this 

analysis, the ExCET performance model could include a fourth bar in the 

Figure 2. Bar Chart Report that highlights the performance of  the “best-

18 For example, the Figure 3. Top-5 Comparable Programs Report shows that HSU’s percentage 

of  early test takers was 26.1 percent with a pool of  22 comparable programs. In other words, 

these 22 comparable programs had a percentage of  early tests takers equal to or greater than 

HSU’s 26.1 percent of  early test takers. HSU’s teacher-educators could potentially expand 

the number of  comparable programs in their comparison pool by allowing programs in the 

analysis with percentages of  early test takers less than 26.1 percent. Teacher-educators could 

also expand its program’s comparable pool by reducing the 40 percent or greater threshold for 

comparable program cohort size. 
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in-any-class” programs. Associated with the fourth bar analysis, a report 

could also be designed that compares the selected program’s performance 

and background information with those of  the top fi ve “best-in-any-class” 

programs.19

The type of  teacher preparation program allowed in the ExCET performance 

model is another issue teacher-educators need to consider in the program 

comparison. The ASEP includes 70 institutions of  higher education 

and 40 Alternative Certifi cation Programs (ACP) currently approved by 

SBEC to prepare educators in Texas (SBEC, 2002b). The university-based 

programs consist mostly of  teacher-candidates in the fi nal two years of  

their undergraduate careers. Other teacher-candidates are college graduates 

returning to school to complete the program requirements and earn Texas 

teacher certifi cation. Still other teacher-candidates are certifi ed teachers 

returning to college to complete program requirements for another teaching 

credential. 

ACPs consist of  these types of  post-graduate teacher-candidates. Thus, 

university-based programs and ACPs have some areas of  program 

comparability. The interactive ExCET performance model could be designed 

to provide teacher-educators the option of  including or excluding in the 

comparison analysis teacher-candidates based on their program affi liation: 

ACP, undergraduate, post-baccalaureate. 

Conclusions

The proposed ExCET performance model attempts to improve an 

institution’s teacher preparation program by providing a way to investigate 

best practices among its comparable programs by competency area. The 

model incorporates various factors in the comparison analysis that increase 

the likelihood that teacher-educators will consider the best practices found 

in the comparable programs as relevant to their own program. Program-

readiness, percentage of  early test takers, and the size of  the teacher-candidate 

cohort are examples of  factors that people should consider when comparing 

teacher preparation programs. 

19 See the Figure 3. Top-5 Comparable Programs Report for the types of  information that 

would be included in this analysis.
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An outcome of  the ExCET performance model is the opportunity gap defi ned 

as the difference in profi cient performance between a selected program and 

its comparable programs. This gap creates a sense of  the possibility that is 

within the institution’s reach of  preparing teacher-candidates to succeed at 

the profi cient performance standard. Thus, by using the ExCET test results 

and longitudinal, student-level college data to investigate best practices, 

teacher-educators can look beyond higher education accountability and 

signifi cantly expand their likelihood for program improvement. 

Beyond Higher Education Accountability
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